India, China Haggles Over Tense Border

NEW DELHI — India and Red China arrived on the threshold of a new war on Monday night in a dispute spanning 13 days over the tiny town of Chhusang, high in the Himalayas.

The dispute began over the construction by India of a road that would cut across Chinese territory. It flared into a full-scale war on March 21, when Chinese troops attacked Indian positions, killing 35 Indian soldiers and capturing 11.

India, which claims that the road was begun by itself, said it was resumed after Chinese troops were withdrawn from the area. China said it was resumed without the consent of Chinese officials. The situation is now extremely tense, according to diplomatic sources.

JFK Says U.S. Ready for Cuban-Red Threats

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States is ready for any possible action that might threaten its national security, President Kennedy said yesterday.

In a speech at the State Department, Kennedy told reporters that the United States was prepared to take any steps necessary to protect its own security.

Kennedy also said that the United States would not be drawn into any new conflict unless it was necessary to do so. He added that the United States would not take any steps that would risk the lives of American soldiers.

Kennedy's remarks came in response to recent reports that the Soviet Union was building a nuclear missile base on Cuba. The reports have raised concerns about a possible threat to American security.

Kennedy said that the United States was ready to take any steps necessary to protect its own security. He added that the United States would not be drawn into any new conflict unless it was necessary to do so. He also said that the United States would not take any steps that would risk the lives of American soldiers.

Yocum Found Guilty on 4 of 9 Counts

COLUMBUS — Robert Yocum, 31, was found guilty on four of the 10 counts against him in the murder of a elderly woman who lived alone in a retirement home.

Yocum was found guilty on charges of murder, attempted murder, armed robbery, and possession of a firearm. He was found not guilty on charges of rape and attempted rape.

The trial began in August and lasted for six weeks. The prosecution presented evidence of Yocum's guilt through testimony from witnesses and through evidence presented in court.

Chief Judge John E. Staley presided over the trial. He found Yocum guilty on four of the 10 counts against him.
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Some fresh facts and figures, an attuned sense of where the arrows of destiny are pointing, and a cool-headed approach to the problems of the day are the chief contributions of the University's '99.
Georgia Primary Winner Spurns Use of Racial Issues

ATLANTA, Ga. — Victory in the Georgia primary in March was 
just the beginning for州 Senator Sam Nunn. But the 
challenge that lies ahead is a major one: how to use his 
new political clout to influence national policy on 
race. Nunn's campaign and his words since the primary 
reflect a philosophy that blends the liberal and 
pragmatic approaches of the two parties.

The Georgia senator's 
departure from his 
former running mate, 
former Rep. John 
Taylor, is not without 
its cost. The two 
campaigns, which 
ran largely 
concurrently, 
might have shared 
key endorsements 
and financial 
resources.

Nunn's victory 
in March 
reflects a 
national 
trend, 
as 
other 
Democrats 
also have 
won 
primaries 
in recent 
months.

Nunn's strategy 
is to build 
coalitions 
across 
parties 
and 
regions 
to 
support 
legislation 
that 
addresses 
issues 
related 
to race.

U.N. Accused Of Attack
By Tshombe

UNITED NATIONS, May 2 — 
Tshombe, President Simon 
Kabila's 
U.N. 
peace forces in 
the 
region, 
are accused 
of 
attacking 
the 
peacekeepers. 

Tshombe 
has 
claimed 
that 
the 
peacekeepers 
are 
blocking 
his 
operations 
and 
preventing 
him 
from 
providing 
aid 
to 
the 
population.

The 
peacekeepers 
are 
accused 
of 
violation 
of 
their 
rules 
and 
agreement 
with 
the 
U.N.

The 
accusation 
was 
made 
by 
the 
ung 
Lubin. 

The 
ung 
is 
the 
main 
organization 
that 
provides 
peacekeeping 
services 
in 
the 
region.

The 
peacekeepers 
are 
believed 
to 
be 
involved 
in 
the 
attack 
on 
the 
peacekeepers 
and 
are 
being 
investigated 
by 
the 
U.N.

Furniture
Auction
1-30 P.M., Saturday, Sept. 15
320-322 S. Johnson St., Iowa City

Joe Kurilanski selling household furnishings including
- Bedroom, living room and
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TWINs Assume 2nd Place: End 4-Game Losing Skine

Angels 5½ Games Off Pace After Losing to Athletics, 5-4

THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Dubuque at Jefferson

ANNOUNCES RESUMPTION
IDENTICAL SERVICES
At 9:30 A.M. and 11 A.M.

S. F. Now 2 Off Pace—

Reds Whip Giants

PIERs ALL Arrested, Charged

Baltimore's defense collapsed as four infielders were charged with two errors on a single hit by Don Lenhardt. When the fly ball to center field was dropped by Tony Giacobazzi, the Royals scored the tying run. The Royals then scored five runs in the third inning to grab the lead and never looked back.

CINCINNATI -- Reds left fielder Tony Piersall wasblockquote="false" in the second inning and was charged with two errors on a single hit by Baltimore's Don Lenhardt. The Reds then scored five runs in the third inning to take the lead and never looked back.

Cincinnati Reds Left Fielder Tony Piersall is charged with two errors on a single hit by Baltimore's Don Lenhardt in the second inning of the game.

Baltimore Orioles Left Fielder Tony Piersall is charged with two errors on a single hit by Baltimore's Don Lenhardt in the second inning of the game.
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